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Abstract
Background When a severe diagnosis is made before or shortly after birth, perinatal palliative care can be
provided to support the infant, parents and involved healthcare providers. However, since this is a
relatively new and evolving field of study, a large variation exists amongst perinatal palliative care
initiatives internationally. The field currently lacks a systematic overview of effectiveness and working
components of such initiatives.
Methods A systematic search will be conducted in MEDLINE, Embase, CENTRAL, CINAHL, PsycInfo and
Web of Science. We will include quantitative and qualitative study designs examining the effect of
perinatal palliative care compared to regular care provided on pain and/or symptom relief, quality of care
for, and quality of life of fetuses/infants, parents, family members and involved healthcare providers; and
quantitative and qualitative study designs describing the components of care included in existing
perinatal palliative care initiatives. Three independent authors will review titles and abstracts and screen
full texts against eligibility criteria. Two standardized scales will be used to assess the quality of included
studies: one for quantitative research from the NHS Centre of Reviews and Dissemination guidelines for
observational studies and for quantitative research, and one for qualitative research from Hawker critical
appraisal tool for evaluating qualitative and mixed research. One reviewer will carry out full data
extraction and quality assessment, and a 20% random sample will be extracted and assessed by two
independent reviewers. An overview table of all identified perinatal palliative care initiatives, including
their components and their (preliminary) effectiveness and measured outcome variables when applicable,
will be construed. Our protocol adheres to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and MetaAnalysis Protocols (PRISMA-P) checklist for study protocols.
Discussion This systematic review will provide a comprehensive overview of palliative care programs in
the perinatal period and their working components. This will aid the construction of a reliable and valid
perinatal palliative care intervention with the aim of developing and piloting a Perinatal Palliative Care
program within the existing perinatal healthcare setting, in order to provide the best possible care for
fetuses and neonates with a life-limiting diagnosis, their families, and involved healthcare providers.

Background
Despite an increase of possible medical and technical interventions for critically ill infants before and
after birth1, foetal and neonatal death (i.e. from 22 weeks gestation until 28 days after birth2) occurs in
6.8 in 1000 births across Flanders3. This is comparable with death rates reported, for instance, in the
United States4. A life-limiting diagnosis can be made either before the child is born or after birth5, and is
associated with a high need for comfort care in fetuses or infants6, emotional distress and need for
support in parents7, and a need for guidance of healthcare providers8 in this stressful time. In these
instances, perinatal palliative care can be provided as a multidisciplinary care approach for an infant who
is diagnosed with a life-limiting disease or a complex medical disease with uncertain prognosis9, since
palliative care aims to improve the quality of life of patients and their families facing such challenges
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through prevention and relief of symptoms (WHO definition10). This new and emerging field of study
currently lacks a systematic overview of the working components of perinatal palliative care programs
and therefore, it seems that a large variation amongst initiatives occurs internationally2,6,7,9,11,12.
Palliative care programs are not routinely implemented in perinatal healthcare due to misconceptions
such as fear of hastening death or due to inadequate training in providing adequate palliative care13.
Earlier single center studies show proof of concept regarding the implementation of palliative care
guidelines by showing improvements in reorientation of care from invasive treatments to comfort
(palliative) care14 and increased use of comfort medication (benzodiazepines and/or opioids)15 reducing
unnecessary suffering of hospitalized neonates who are dying. Additional to providing comfort care for
the child, perinatal palliative care could address the complex family needs in an emotionally turbulent
time by providing a family-centered approach with a focus on parental (spiritual and cultural) values,
memory making, and compassionate communication between parents and providers2,16,17.
Palliative care in obstetrics and neonatology is obviously stressful for these healthcare providers causing
a high risk for moral distress, burnout, and compassion fatigue18–20. Therefore, besides support for the
(unborn) child and their family, perinatal palliative could also benefit involved healthcare providers.
Existing perinatal palliative care protocols include sections on staff support which could be used to
counteract these problems, and improve quality of care21,22.
In contrast to palliative care research in adults, perinatal palliative care in obstetrics and neonatology is a
relatively new field where the possible beneficial impact is hypothesized but has not yet been evaluated23.
Several reports on perinatal palliative care protocols, teams or educational interventions exist, though the
reported protocols or interventions are not evidence based and research on their feasibility and effects is
lacking21. Furthermore, components mentioned in existing perinatal palliative care programs seem to
show a large variation2,6,7,9,11,12. We therefore first need to systematically review the literature describing
existing perinatal palliative care initiatives internationally, so that relevant working components can be
summarized and used as a basis to develop such a perinatal palliative care intervention.
To our knowledge, there is currently no systematic overview to date of known perinatal palliative care
initiatives and their working components. Available reviews6,7,24–27 mainly focus on reporting the state of
art of perinatal palliative care without discussing relevant components of care6,24, listing experiences of
involved healthcare professionals or parents24,25, or they solely include either neonatal palliative care26,27
or antenatal palliative care for parents who opt to continue a pregnancy after receiving a life-limiting fetal
diagnosis7,23, hereby excluding families deciding to terminate the pregnancy which would also benefit
from palliative care and additional support28.
Research questions
We will conduct a comprehensive systematic literature review, focusing on the following research
questions:
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1. In fetuses or neonates with a potentially life-threatening or life-limiting diagnosis, what is the effect of
perinatal palliative care compared to regular care provided on pain and/or symptom relief, quality of care
for, and quality of life of fetuses/infants, parents, family members and involved healthcare providers?
2. Which components are incorporated in perinatal palliative care programs for fetuses or neonates with
a life-threatening or life-limiting diagnosis, their parents and involved healthcare providers?
Which actions or goals are described in each of the components?
Which involved actor(s) is/are the main focus of the components (fetuses/infants, parents,
healthcare providers…)?
When in the care trajectory are the components situated? (from start of diagnosis/ when death is
imminent/ when TOP is refused/…)
Which population(s) is/are targeted by the components (prenatal, perinatal, neonatal, termination of
pregnancy included, specific diagnoses…)?
What are the envisioned outcomes of the program and the discussed components?
This review will be used to develop the first Belgian perinatal palliative care intervention to improve
quality of care at the end of a fetus’ or infant’s life. Although some of the previously mentioned working
components of perinatal palliative care are currently already being implemented in regular perinatal care,
they are not integrated in an overall perinatal palliative care plan and they can thus be optimized.

Methods
This study protocol has drawn upon the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and MetaAnalysis Protocols (PRISMA-P) guidelines for the reporting of systematic review protocols. The study
protocol is registered through the PROSPERO registry of systematic reviews (CRD42021239005).
Concepts and definitions
Perinatal palliative care:
For the purpose of this study, perinatal palliative care will be defined as a multi-component provision of
care for fetuses or neonates with a serious illness in the perinatal period for which care has been
redirected from life-saving to comfort-providing (22 weeks of gestation – 28 days after birth) and their
parents, families and involved healthcare providers, aimed to relieve pain and control symptoms, and to
improve the quality of care for, and wellbeing of, fetuses and infants, their families, and involved
healthcare providers. It is holistic, family-centered, comprehensive, and multidimensional so that it
addresses not only the physical aspect, but also the psychological, social, and spiritual dimensions.
A serious illness:
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A serious illness is defined as either a lethal diagnosis in the prenatal or neonatal period, or a diagnosis
for which there is little or no prospect of long-term survival without severe morbidity or extremely poor
quality of life, and for which there is no cure. We will not define a limited group of diseases for which
palliative care is needed, to maximize the sensitivity of our search.
Eligibility criteria
Eligibility criteria regarding the study designs
Inclusion:
For research question 1 we will include all empirical studies that examine the effect of perinatal palliative
care on pain and/or symptom relief, quality of care for, and wellbeing of fetuses/infants, parents, family
members and involved healthcare providers. This includes interventional, observational and survey
designs (pre-post study designs, non-randomized trials, randomized controlled trials, cohorts, case-control
designs, cross-sectional designs, prospective survey designs, and retrospective survey designs), and
qualitative studies.
To achieve research question 2, we will expand on the previous inclusion criteria to studies that discuss
the development, description and/or evaluation of a perinatal palliative care
program/intervention/guideline. Additionally, protocol-papers or studies with a single case design that
discuss the development, description and/or evaluation of a perinatal palliative care
program/intervention/guideline will be included.
Exclusion:
We will exclude meta-analyses, literature reviews and searching so called ‘gray literature’. Meta-analyses
and reviews will be excluded because individual studies mentioned in these papers should already appear
in our selection. Gray literature will be excluded from this review, as we limit our search to major databases and reference lists of selected articles.
Eligible study populations
Inclusion:
We will include all publications that either evaluate the effect of, or describe a program, guideline or
protocol concerning palliative care provided to fetuses or neonates in the perinatal period, their parents
and involved healthcare providers. The study population is thus defined as fetuses or neonates from 22
weeks of gestation up until 28 days after birth with a serious illness where palliative care is being
provided. Terms such as “fetus”, “neonate” or “infant”, or other terms related to the perinatal, prenatal or
neonatal period will be used.
Exclusion:
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Studies solely focusing on pediatric palliative care will be excluded, as well as studies solely focusing on
adult palliative care. When it is unclear whether the age group of a study is considered eligible, the paper
in question will be discussed amongst all investigators (including two gynecologists and a neonatologist)
to decide whether the correct inclusion criteria apply.
Intervention or exposure
Inclusion:
We will include all publications that meet the following criteria:
They either evaluate the effect of, or describe a program, guideline or protocol concerning perinatal
palliative care, which according to the definition provided above constitutes of a multi-component
program. Programs focusing for example solely on relieving pain and controlling symptoms at the
end of life are thus excluded.
The program, guideline or protocol concerns providing palliative care for fetuses and infants with a
serious illness in the perinatal period, see definition of serious illness and included population above.
For the purpose of this review, included programs need to at least identify themselves as a perinatal,
prenatal and/or neonatal palliative care or perinatal, prenatal and/or neonatal hospice program.
Other
Inclusion:
We will include all publications published from 1/1/1997 onwards, because the first commentary on
perinatal palliative care was published in 199729, which was later identified as the start of perinatal
palliative care30.
Additionally, we will include publications with the title and abstracts published in English. Full texts in
other languages than English or Dutch will be translated by a native speaker when needed. No language
restrictions will be imposed.
Exclusion:
Studies for which a full text is unavailable or non-existent (e.g. in the case of conference participation)
will be excluded from this review.
Systematic search
Sources
The systematic search will be conducted in MEDLINE (using the PubMed interface), Embase (using the
embase.com interface), CENTRAL, CINAHL (using the EBSCO interface), PsycInfo, and Web of Science. In
addition, we will conduct a manual search of the reference list of included studies.
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Search strategy
The search strategy will be structured around two distinct blocks: population and palliative care (see
above and in the search query for PubMed in Table 1). Additionally, the block ‘perinatal palliative care’ will
be added in case the combination of the two individual search blocks overlooks relevant research.
The PubMed database and syntax will be used as a starting point for the construction and validation of
the search strategy. For construction of the search strategy, the search blocks will be based on previous
search filters as well as Medical Subject Headings (MesH) terms and free text words. Relevant papers
resulting from a scoping review will be consulted for MesH terms and relevant free text words to set up
and/or refine the search strategy. An information specialist specialized in the development of search
strategies, database searches and systematic review of literature will be consulted throughout this
process.
To test the reliability and the sensitivity of this search strategy, a scoping review was done. A set of
records used to validate the search strategy will be constructed by hand-searching volumes of the five
journals that provided the highest number of relevant articles during this initial scoping review in the
period between 2000 and 2021. This set of records will include all articles resulting from this hand-search
that adhere to our eligibility criteria.
The PubMed search strategy will be translated to the other databases. The search strategy will adhere to
the Peer Review of Electronic Search Strategies (PRESS) criteria for electronic search strategies as stated
in the guideline statement31.
Publication selection
Abstract screening
Papers will be selected by three independent researchers (postdoctoral researcher and two master
students in Medicine) following Cochrane guidelines to reduce bias with a two-step screening process
using the Rayyan tool. Endnote will be used to upload all references of selected articles; to extract all
titles, abstracts and pdfs; and to deduplicate search results. Any disagreement between reviewers will be
resolved by discussing the eligibility criteria with a fourth reviewer, and by verifying the full-text article if
necessary.
Full-text screening
The full-text article of studies identified as potentially relevant based on their abstract (see abstract
screening) will be reviewed by three independent reviewer(s) to determine whether or not the reported
findings meet the inclusion criteria. Ambiguous full-text records will be examined with all investigators.
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For the full-text review, we will look for the selected articles online, utilize our university library services to
obtain articles requiring subscription, and/or contact colleagues and authors to obtain the full text. When
no full text of the article can be obtained this way, the record will be excluded. The reference lists of all
identified publications will then be screened for additional relevant publications.
Data extraction and quality assessment
Data extraction
From each selected full text article, the following information will be extracted (when applicable): title,
author(s), publication year, journal title, study design, study (care) setting, aim/research question(s),
targeted population (perinatal, prenatal and/or neonatal), components of care included in the perinatal,
prenatal or neonatal palliative care program/intervention/guideline, start of the program (in time), number
of participants, envisioned outcomes and effectiveness.
Risk of bias and quality assessment
The quality of each included study will be assessed to inform the researchers and readers about the
quality of the research and to guide the interpretation of the findings. Two standardized scales will be
used namely an adapted scale for quantitative research32 (from the NHS Centre of Reviews and
Dissemination guidelines for observational studies and for quantitative research33, ranges from 0 or poor
to 16 or good quality), and an adapted scale for qualitative research32 (from Hawker critical appraisal
tool for evaluating qualitative and mixed research34, ranges from 0 or very poor to 30 or good quality).
One reviewer will carry out full data extraction and quality assessment, and a 20% random sample will be
extracted and assessed by two independent reviewers. Discrepancies will be resolved through consensus
with a third reviewer.
Data synthesis
We will create an overview table of all identified perinatal, prenatal and/or neonatal palliative care
programs/interventions/guidelines, their included components, the targeted population, the main actors
focused on with each component, the start/timing of the program, and when applicable, their
(preliminary) effectiveness and measured outcome variables.

Discussion
To our knowledge, no systematic review of studies has yet been conducted that examines the existing
perinatal palliative care initiatives and their working components. Additionally, existing reviews on the
subject of palliative care in the perinatal period often solely focus on the relatively small group of families
who receive a life-limiting fetal diagnosis before birth and decide to continue the pregnancy28,35, hereby
excluding families receiving a life-limiting diagnosis either at birth or in the neonatal period. In the
majority of cases, these fetuses and neonates where a life-limiting disorder is diagnosed are in essence
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the same patients with similar disorders or congenital anomalies, the only difference being the
occurrence of birth5. Additionally, the impact on parents and involved caregivers is very similar. Our
review will not impose these unnecessary restrictions on included palliative care programs. This
systematic review will thus result in a comprehensive overview of palliative care programs in the perinatal
period and their working components. This will aid the construction of a reliable and valid perinatal
palliative care intervention with the aim of developing and piloting a Perinatal Palliative Care program
within the existing perinatal healthcare setting, in order to provide the best possible care for fetuses and
neonates with a life-limiting diagnosis, their families, and involved healthcare providers. This review
protocol is published to allow other researchers to compare previously established methods to the final
review, and to promote quality adherence.
Anticipated limitations and potential problems
An expected limitation of the review is the broad inclusion criteria and resulting broad search string,
leading to a large amount of possibly irrelevant papers in the initial results. Despite the fact that most
irrelevant articles will be filtered out in the abstract selection phase, we expect that the lack of specificity
will lead to this phase taking a relatively long time. However, as perinatal palliative care is a new and
emerging field23, variation in terminology exists and thus the broad search string is needed to ensure that
no relevant information is missed. Additionally, these broad inclusion criteria will possibly result in the
inclusion of studies with a large variety in etiologies of fetuses and neonates. We will ensure that a
subgroup analysis is included in our synthesis based on the following hypotheses: 1) differences in
perinatal palliative care approaches depending on whether the care plan starts in the prenatal versus the
neonatal period; 2) differences in palliative care approaches depending on the region where care was
provided; and 3) a possible evolution in time of perinatal palliative care approaches from 1997 up until
2021.
Our preliminary, non-systematic review revealed that the evidence base on perinatal palliative care
programs is limited, and that research on the implementation and effects of these programs is lacking21.
Outcome measures and assessments of quality of care are often not adequately examined, and when
outcomes are assessed they mostly include evidence of a change of practice instead of assessing
patient comfort or parents’ or provider satisfaction, making it impossible to adequately examine the
added value for infants, parents and healthcare providers21. We therefore expect our synthesis of
effectiveness to yield limited insights. This would confirm the dire need for the rigorous evaluation of
perinatal palliative care programs to provide an evidence base for the relatively new field of palliative care
in obstetrics and neonatology where the possible beneficial impact is only hypothesized23.
Our inclusion criteria allow for both qualitative and quantitative studies to be included in the systematic
review. This might complicate the synthesis of all available evidence. Yet by including both –systematic
reviews and meta-analysis are often limited to quantitative studies – the resulting overview will be able to
broaden our understanding of the current evidence base. This for example by combining existing
quantitative evidence on effectiveness with qualitative evidence on the way in which quality of care was
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improved for bereaved parents to hypothesize on the pathways in which working components actually
improve care overall. Hereby, we will not only be able provide a broad spectrum of available perinatal
palliative care programs and their components, but we also aim to provide a deeper understanding in the
way these components impact on the devastating experience of losing a child in the perinatal period.
Both the broad overview of components and the deeper understanding of experiences of involved
persons (parents, family members, healthcare providers) are crucial in developing a new perinatal
palliative care intervention.
Prospective registration of the review protocol
The main components of the present review protocol will be formally registered in the PROSPERO
database. Registration will be made after the search strategy has been validated (see point on search
strategy), but before the first extraction of references is performed. This will allow us to demonstrate that
our review was planned, had clear a priori hypotheses, and was conducted according to a set of prespecified criteria.
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Table
Table 1: search string PubMed
Search block
Population Fetus,
neonate,
infant

Death of
fetus,
neonate,
infant

Mesh
“infant, newborn"[MESH]
"Fetus"[Mesh:NoExp]

Text
infant* [Title/Abstract] OR
newborn* [Title/Abstract] OR
neonat* [Title/Abstract] OR newly
born [Title/Abstract] OR newly-born
[Title/Abstract] OR new-born*
[Title/Abstract]

"Infant Mortality"[Mesh] OR
"Infant Death"[Mesh:NoExp]

Foetus [Title/Abstract] OR
Fetus [Title/Abstract] OR
Foetal [Title/Abstract] OR Fetal
[Title/Abstract]
(neonatal[tiab] OR perinatal[tiab] OR
fetal[tiab] OR foetal[tiab] OR
infant[tiab])
AND
(death[tiab] OR mortality[tiab] OR
demise[tiab] OR loss[tiab])

"Fetal Death"[Mesh] OR
"Fetal Mortality"[Mesh]
"Perinatal Mortality"[Mesh]
OR "Perinatal Death"[Mesh]

Palliative
care

Perinatal
palliative
care
Not
animals

"Hospice and Palliative Care
Nursing"[Mesh] OR
"Palliative Medicine"[Mesh]
OR "Palliative Care"[Mesh]
OR "Terminal Care"[Mesh]

(Terminat*[Title/Abstract] AND
pregnanc* [Title/Abstract])
(palliative[tiab] OR end-of-life[tiab] OR
end of life[tiab] OR EOL[tiab] OR
comfort[tiab] OR hospice[tiab] OR
terminal[tiab])
AND
(care[tiab] OR nursing[tiab] OR
medicine[tiab])
palliation[tiab]
perinatal palliative
care [Title/Abstract] OR perinatal
hospice [Title/Abstract]

NOT ("Animals"[Mesh] NOT
"Humans"[Mesh])
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